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The ISTA units for starting confetti  

is a safe powerful volley without using pyrotechnics. 
Effectively.  Safely. Without gunpowder!
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WHAT'S THE DIFFERENCE?
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Long-term hobby based on many years of cooperation with stunt men and producers of special effects, leading domestic film 
studios and theaters led to the replacement of specific pyrotechnic devices with ISTA pneumatic launchers. Later, our products 
were interested in large event agencies, and for private events.

LLC ISTA managed to create a number of market products based on the valves under the general name SVT  echnology for 25 
years. The name comes from the abbreviation of Speed Valve Technology. 

Advantages of devices for starting ISTA confetti

Environmental  friendliness  
All devices are based on the 
compressed air, so its are safe, 
environmentally friendly and 
convenient. 

Long service 
Equipments can be used many 
times, consumed material is 
compressed air. 

Variety  
All equipments are divided into 
portable and stationary (stadium). 

The ISTA units for 
starting confetti 

is a safe powerful volley without 
using pyrotechnics. Effectively.  
Safely. Without gunpowder!

impulse

Air Balloon 

Quick-acting valve

ISTA portable device for throwing T-shirts, confetti, toys ... 

ISTA will help you distribute prizes and souvenirs to all 
viewers, no matter how far they are from the scene. The 
distribution of prizes can be turned into a separate show. 

Now give out T-shirts for a distance of 70 meters is a simple 
task, you just need to "pull the trigger." The device for feeding 
T-shirts is portative (shoots from the shoulder), light, and it is 
also possible to do up to 10 starts without recharging.
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Easy to use
Compressed air for stationary launchers 
from the industrial pressure line, and for 
portable from a standard paintball 
balloon.
 
Security  
In all designs, transparent 
polycarbonate barrels are used to 
provide the addition safety.
 
Reliability 
In the production of devices is the same 
high requirements are applied as for our 
main products-professional rescue 
equipment.  



View

Runfetty 
Vendor code RT-50-10-F-SB

Values
890

~980
~ 53
80

0,6-0,8
50-100**

1-28*

till 3 kg
~ 15-40* 

20

 

Options
Length, mm
Высота устройства со стволом, мм
Weight, kg**
DN of the barrel, mm
Working pressure in a aircylinder, MPa
Capacity of the aircylinder, l
Number of barrels
Confetti and serpentine                       
Weight, g
Range of launching, m
Time in the air, sec

TYPES OF PRODUCTS

Portable (stadium) pneumatic confetti generator
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View

T-shirt gun
Vendor code TG-100-SB

Values
890

~ 3,6
80

20,7
0,77
~ 10
20

300
~ 10* 
10-20

300
15*
30

50*

 

Options
Length, mm
Weight, kg
DN of the barrel, mm
Working pressure in a aircylinder, MPa
Capacity of the aircylinder, l
Number of starts from a single charge of the aircylinder
The gap between starts, sec
Confetti                       
Weight, g
Range of launching, m
Time in the air, sec
Serpentine
Weight, g
Range of launching, m 
Time in the air, sec
T-shirt
Range of launching, m 

(*) - the casting range (height) of the decimal point is approximately and depends on many surrounding factors. It is also possible to 
adjust the power of the device in the direction of increase by changing the design at the request of the customer.

(**) - at the request of the customer, the height of the launch of confetti can be different, as well as the dimensions of the device by 
changing the receiver, possible options: 0.5L; 1L; 2L; 5L; 10l; 25L; 50l; 100 liters.

(*) - at the request of the customer, the number of barrels for launching confetti can also change.

"Explosions" in the cinema, 
confetti salutes, distribution 
of prizes ...

Make your unique idea work with our 
help in implementing it!
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Contacts:
 195220, Saint-Petersburg,Gjatskaya street, 27А

 ista@ista-pneumatics.ru

8 (812) 294-84-48; 8-812-456-04-53


